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Introduction
You may have seen her starring in mainstream movies and TV shows including: Eminem's Superman
video, The Sopranos and Analyze That but you have never seen her quite like this before! This is a real
Hollywood model making the move into porn movies and doing it with a big, wet hardcore BANG!
Check out the nasty free preview of Gina Lynn on her own official website and let your dick see for
itself!

Adult Review
The fine line between Hollywood and hardcore is getting narrower and more blurry every day. Gina Lynn has become a
cross-over sensation by manging to mix mainstream appearances in music videos or movies with perverted full force sexual
encounters all across today's hottest porn titles. Now this rare model-whore has her own official website and it's something
your dick will definitely take an interest in if you let it see the Free Preview!
  
  On her own site Gina Lynn can now be seen in 45+ scenes that bring her sexual energy past the boiling point and leave her
softcore Hollywood act in the tabloids. The site includes a mix of nonexclusive video work she has done getting sucked,
fucked and ass-banged by both men and women... as well as exclusive never before seen clips of her sexual prowess as well!
  
  Videos are in clear 720x480 resolution and while the site is somewhat small, it does give you plenty of rare content and full
access to all of the Included Sites listed on the right side of this review as well.

Porn Summary
With so many blonde big-tit pornstars on the market these days, a whore has to be truly special to stand out from the crowd.
Gina Lynn has the kind of dazzling sex skills and amazing body to grab your cock's attention and never let it go!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Celebrity vagina fucked balls-deep daily!'
Quality: 86  Updates: 82 Exclusive: 89 Interface: 86
Support: 85 Unique: 90    Taste: 86        Final: 86

Porn Sites Included
Jenna Haze (75) 

Porn Niches
Blondes, Hardcore, PornStars, Solo

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Pay By

Phone, Other
Video & Picture: Twice

Weekly
Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used

Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: 45
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